HOSPITAL

FAC-01
DESCRIPTION: SMALL FORMAT MASONRY / CERAMIC CLADDING - TERRACOTTA / NATURAL
USAGE: EXTERIOR FACADE, LEVEL 00

GLZ-01
DESCRIPTION: VISION GLAZING
USAGE: EXTERIOR WINDOWS, ALL LEVELS

LVR-01
DESCRIPTION: HORIZONTAL METAL LOUVRES - TERRACOTTA / NATURAL
USAGE: PLANTROOM FACADE, LEVEL 04

FAC-02
DESCRIPTION: PREFINISHED TILE CLADDING - TERRACOTTA / NATURAL
USAGE: EXTERIOR FACADE, PODIUM LEVELS 01-05

GLZ-04
DESCRIPTION: COLOURBACK GLAZING - DARK GREY
USAGE: EXTERIOR WINDOWS, LEVEL 01 AND ABOVE

LVR-02
DESCRIPTION: HORIZONTAL METAL LOUVRES - WHITE
USAGE: PLANTROOM FACADE, LEVELS 04-12

FAC-05A
DESCRIPTION: PREFINISHED 'FLAT' METAL CLADDING, INVERTED RIBS - WHITE
USAGE: EXTERIOR FACADE, TOWER LEVELS 03-13

GLZ-06
DESCRIPTION: COLOURBACK GLAZING - TERRACOTTA / NATURAL
USAGE: EXTERIOR WINDOWS, LEVEL 00

LVR-03
DESCRIPTION: HORIZONTAL METAL LOUVRES - DARK GREY
USAGE: PLANTROOM FACADE, LEVELS 06-13

FAC-05B
DESCRIPTION: PREFINISHED 'PROFILED' METAL CLADDING, SLENDER HIGH RIBS AND BROAD FLAT PANS - WHITE
USAGE: EXTERIOR FACADE, TOWER LEVELS 03-13

FAC-05C
DESCRIPTION: PREFINISHED 'FLAT' METAL CLADDING, INVERTED RIBS - DARK GREY
USAGE: EXTERIOR FACADE, TOWER LEVELS 06-14

FAC-05D
DESCRIPTION: PREFINISHED 'PROFILED' METAL CLADDING, SLENDER HIGH RIBS AND BROAD FLAT PANS - DARK GREY
USAGE: EXTERIOR FACADE, TOWER LEVELS 06-14

GLZ-06